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                Kuhnke Pneumatic AS-Interface Modules and Accessories from Kendrion

AS-Interface was developed as a simple bus system. The result of this development is an easy-to-use and economic field bus for automation technology. AS-Interface links binary sensors and actuators with an intuitive installation technique and can easily be connected to higher machine control levels.

AS-Interface was developed as a simple bus system. The result of this development is an easy-to-use and economic field bus for automation technology. AS-Interface links binary sensors and actuators with an intuitive installation technique and can easily be connected to higher machine control levels.

As main accessory Kendrion Kuhnke supplies AS-I coupling modules, also called FK bottom parts, which hold the profiled AS-I flat cables and connects them with the Kuhnke AirBoxes.
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                    Adress: Unit 47, No.148, Sabz Building, South Jannat Abad, Tehran, Iran

E-Mail: info@vandaprocess.net

T/F: +98 21 22878900
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